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CEO MESSAGE
Afavourable business is only as good as the people who belong to it,
make it grow and make it more developed by pu ing all of their eﬀorts.
Since its establishing, the organization has followed this precept by
making sure about the gauge of labor ing to its need.
With the meaningfulness that we are altogether individuals from a
similar family having a similar course of predetermination, our working
environments portrayed by veritable mankind and faithfulness
dependent on collaboration, shared regard and comprehension,
overseen by a composite group of exceptionally energetic experts.
We are the rst few people who have seen the need to go into milling of
rice grain in Pakistan. Rice conventionally is sieved manually to buyer's
requirement and packed manually and exported. Realizing the
importance of accurate grading, polishing and consistent quality is the
foremost requirements of international buyer, Bin Ramzan Foods went
into full- edge milling in 1995, a wise decision that has paid the
company rich dividends.
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COMPANY PROFILE
Bin Ramzan Foods Sustenance as one of the best rice producer, miller and exporter
situated Bucheki, Nankana Sahib - Punjab in Pakistan. With a colossal encounter of
over 32 years of contribution in Pakistan rice industry and rich item information, we
have acquired a dominant position of noted manufacturer and exporter in the market.
Bin Ramzan Foods, one of the main Basmati Rice exporters of Pakistan, has
developed into an association which is realized for its unbelievable exhibition and
supply of top-notch rice to the clients. What separates us from diﬀerent producers is
our emphasis on building solid relationship with our clients and focusing on our
eﬀorts around the client need.
Further to continue exclusive expectations in our items, we have built up an in-house
quality testing lab, wherein, all the items are tested and endorsed according to the
parameters and guidelines.

Our Vision
Work continuously to create a system of relatedness with our farmers, all
stakeholders and consumer market. we endeavor to provide the best rice tailored to
consumer engrossment. For this we are commi ed to become a pre-esteemed seller
commi ed to provide its consumers the best grade of rice.

Our Mission
“To be a global high quality food supplier to consumers across the globe, delivering
qualit y products and ser v ices resulting in customer satisfaction”
Our Mission is to keep providing our consumers with high quality products and
services and to ensure in keeping the best traditional taste alive with advanced
technologies and techniques.
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OUR CERTIFICATIONS
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OUR PRODUCTS
1121 Basmati Rice
Available in these diﬀerent varieties:
Steam
Sella
White
Brown

Super Kernel Basmati Rice
Available in these diﬀerent varieties:
Steam
Sella
White
Brown

PK – 386 Rice
Available in these diﬀerent varieties:
Sella
White

IRRI-6 LONG GRAIN RICE
Available in these diﬀerent varieties:
Sella
White
Brown

IRRI-9 LONG GRAIN RICE
Available in these diﬀerent varieties:
Sella
White
Brown
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OUR BRANDS

Steam Basmati
e AL MAHBOOB Steam Basmati
Rice is perfect for dishes such as
Biriyani as well as Pulao. Processed
naturally to remove stickiness in
cooked grains, this variant of basmati
rice is used for uﬀy dishes and is
known for its exquisite taste and
mouth-watering aroma.
Available in:
2 Kg, 5 Kg, 25 Kg

Sella Basmati
With the AL MAHBOOB Sella
Basmati Rice we present a range of
quality basmati rice that has been
processed in our world-class parboiling
plants that helps it retain its natural
taste and aroma. AL MAHBOOB
for its long slender grains, this variant
of Basmati R ice look s as good
as it tastes.
Available in:
2 Kg, 5 Kg, 25 Kg
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Bin Ramzan Foods
MILLERS - TRADERS - EXPORTERS
1-km Nankana Road, Bucheki, Nankana Sahib, Punjab, Pakistan.

+92 321 4141816

info@binramzanfoods.com

www.binramzanfoods.com
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